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General News
Commentary: Singapore’s economy is restructuring. But are irms and workers
prepared?
Robust 2021 GDP growth estimates belie the uneven growth prospects for diﬀerent
sectors, businesses and workers in 2022, says OCBC's Selena Ling.
SINGAPORE: The upcoming Singapore Budget to be delivered by Finance Minister
Lawrence Wong on Friday (Feb 18) will be watched for three key things.
First, whether the proposed 2 percentage point Goods and Services (GST) hike will
materialise and if this will take one or two steps.
Second, whether there will be suf icient oﬀsets to ensure continued support for the
vulnerable and the needy.
Third, whether the funding for these assistance programme should come through
additional wealth taxes and what form the latter will take, as Singapore begins a gradual
process to balance the Budget.
These fresh priorities are a sign that Singapore’s economy, on aggregate, has largely
rebounded from the 2020 pandemic, with gross domestic product surpassing prepandemic levels. The 7.2 per cent rebound in 2021 was the highest since 2010.
Robust Recovery So Far But Uneven Growth Prospects Ahead
Singapore’s recovery has been K-shaped, largely been led by the manufacturing sector,
which expanded an impressive 13.2 per cent in 2021 - even more impressive considering
the manufacturing sector also expanded at an above-average rate of 7.5 per cent in 2020.
Such was the strength in manufacturing that the sector constituted 23 per cent of
Singapore’s overall GDP in 2021, compared to about 19 per cent in the ive years before the
pandemic. With the sharp increase in work-from-home arrangements, global demand for
semiconductor chips remain red-hot, exacerbated by supply chain bottlenecks.
But the services sector continues to struggle. Transport, storage, accommodation and
food sectors continue to languish despite the arrival of a new normal, remaining about 25
per cent below pre-pandemic levels - a staggering statistic when the manufacturing sector
is 25 per cent above pre-pandemic levels.
The risk is a continued divergence, meaning workers who are less mobile and unable to
move across sectors may be left further behind.
Singapore’s inancial industry too is about 10 per cent above pre-pandemic levels, and
information and communications about 9 per cent above the same benchmark.
But these growth industries may have to grapple with talent shortages and rising business
costs due to cybersecurity and other competitive threats.
Cannot Rely On Manufacturing For Singapore’s Growth
Manufacturing cannot be expected to continue its above-average growth rate inde initely,
given the persistent supply bottlenecks and logistic challenges around the world, in
particular the semiconductor crunch.
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This supply squeeze in semiconductors will begin to result in reduced output from our
manufacturing sector at some point this year. Hopefully, the other manufacturing engines,
namely the biomedical cluster and transport engineering industries will step up to ill
potential gaps.
Fortunately, ixed asset investment commitments into Singapore remain healthy, with
2021 recording S$11.8 billion, of which 42 per cent and 15 per cent going to the
electronics and biomedical clusters respectively. This bodes well for the manufacturing
sector’s growth prospects not only for 2022 but also beyond.
At some stage, the growth baton would have to be evenly shared among across the sectors.
The services sector must readapt and readjust as the economy re-emerges from the
pandemic and shifts into growth mode.
More widely, the key challenge for businesses is to continue to navigate the rising cost
structure, repeated bouts of tightening and relaxation of restriction measures as new
COVID-19 variants potentially emerge, overcome manpower shortages as well as supply
chain disruptions due to border measures. Firms must learn to be competitive both online
and of line in an increasingly digitalised economy.
Listen to economists and tax experts discuss the implications of various tax hikes that will
likely be announced at Budget 2022:
In this third year ighting a pandemic after multiple iscal stimulus packages, in lation has
come to the forefront.
We have had a decade of soft in lation, when core in lation averaged 1.4 per cent each year
from 2011 to 2020 in Singapore.
But now global and domestic demand recovery, coupled with border restrictions and
supply chain bottlenecks, has thrust the world into a near perfect in lation storm that is
persistent rather than transitory.
In 2021, Singapore’s headline Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 2.3 per cent. Going into
2022, the concern is that temporary supply chain bottlenecks and recovering labour
market conditions may entrench in lation expectations.
Headline in lation is estimated to hit 3.5 per cent and core in lation at 2.5 per cent. If
accurate, this will be the highest in lation Singapore has seen since 2012.
Such is the concern that the Monetary Authority of Singapore performed an oﬀ-cycle
monetary policy tightening move in January this year, so a stronger Singapore dollar can
alleviate import price pressures. More monetary policy tightening may also be on the
cards at the scheduled April and October 2022 policy meetings.
However, as global in lationary forces gain momentum – led largely by increases in energy
and food prices – we must expect that high prices may be here to stay for a while, at least
through this irst half of the year.
Budget 2022 will help Singaporeans manage cost of living, provide support for sectors
facing dif iculties: Lawrence Wong
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Typically, higher prices tend to hurt the middle- and lower-income classes the most, as
these groups consume a larger proportion of their income. If income does not rise in
tandem with prices, these workers will see a lower real income and lower purchasing
power parity.
In the Singapore context, however, the signi icant iscal transfers aid in alleviating the
impact of elevated in lation on the lower-income households. Lower-income households
may also be less impacted given that some of the domestic headline in lation arises from
the uptick in private transport prices, namely Certi icate of Entitlement (COE) premiums.
SINGAPORE WORKERS MUST FOCUS ON RETRAINING
For low-income workers, the key challenge is more the risk of job displacement or the
obsolescence of their skills which impacts their job, income and career mobility.
The priority then is to ensure they are adequately cushioned from the impact of rising
prices in the short run, perhaps through through iscal transfers, and additional skills
training to ensure their real incomes continue to grow through increased labour
productivity over the long run.
The expansion of the Progressive Wage Model to reach eight in 10 lower-wage workers by
2023, for instance, could help.
The key challenge for the broader labour market in the new normal given the focus on
growth and economic restructuring this year is to facilitate adequate and appropriate
labour churn as well as ensure workers can adapt and learn new skills as the economy
evolves.
Continued upskilling must be emphasised as it is key to minimise friction as people search
for new jobs within the labour market.
Skills mismatch has been lagged previously as a challenge for older PMETs and targeted
policy attention has been forthcoming with the SkillsFuture schemes, Professional
Conversion Programmes and the Company Training Committees involving tripartite
partners.
An adaptable and well skilled labour force, particularly in the ways of digital innovation,
will also help to raise the labour productivity in Singapore which is key to overcoming our
long-term ageing population challenge.
DOUBLE TIGHTENING FOR SINGAPORE
As Singapore emerges from the pandemic and economic activity largely returns to prepandemic levels, iscal support is expected to gradually tighten. The Government will
attempt to rebalance the Budget, bearing in mind the need to balance the books over this
term of government, which extends to 2025.
This comes after two years of unprecedented spending, when past reserves were tapped
on multiple occasions, with this draw expected to total S$53.7 billion.
With the return to more prudent iscal policy settings, there may not be further extensions
on broad-based industry-wide support measures for both SMEs and individuals.
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For instance, the restructuring of loans for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
under the Extended Support Scheme ended on Dec 31, 2021 and there have been no
further announcements on any extension of moratoriums. The Jobs Growth Incentive
programme and the Temporary Bridging Loan Programme also ends in March this year.
Elderly workers in uniform carrying their takeaway lunches. (File Photo: CNA/Calvin Oh)
Things are de initely looking up for SMEs in this irst quarter, according to the OCBC SME
Index which marked four straight quarters of expansion at 52.6 last quarter, albeit
challenges remaining in the F&B and building and construction sectors. The resumption
of entry approvals for fully vaccinated migrant workers from early November has not fully
oﬀset the drop in the irst three quarters of 2021.
The return of the Formula 1 Grand Prix race to local shores after a two-year hiatus may
usher in greater numbers of international visitors and reignite the entertainment scene.

Looking ahead, the local labour market may gradually improve as COVID-19 restrictions
ease and international travel resumes, with an accompanying recovery in the nonresident numbers after two years of sharp declines.
The local unemployment rate should continue to come down steadily. However, we are not
completely out of the woods yet as the recovery to a pre-coronavirus state continues to be
uneven across sectors.
While aﬀected industries and individuals have largely regained their footing and are
expected to wean oﬀ their reliance on continued iscal support, a balance will have to be
struck to ensure that Singapore exits its pandemic-related iscal support in an orderly
manner.
Source: https://www.channelnewsasia.com/commentary/singapore-budget-economicforecasts-growth-2022-in lation-gst-2483316
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Here’s how to measure your B2B marketing eﬀorts
There is a lot of data lying around and it is vital to have a data strategy in place while
drawing a marketing plan
The outbreak of the coronavirus accelerated the adoption of technology as well as the
digital—a reality small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have to embrace and plan for.
In the digital world, data is the lifeblood. We hear plenty of Geekspeak—“2.5 quintillion
bytes are created daily” or “80 percent of the world’s data supports this theory!” As
someone famously said data is the new oil.
Marketers are inundated with data every day but most SMEs struggle to make good use of
it. If done right, it is pretty good for B2B marketing success.
As SME promoters start questioning the return on marketing investments, perhaps
everyone needs to have access to quality data to measure their success. On the other hand,
customers also need eﬀective interactions and personalisation.
Data as a tool
A good starting point to discuss the ROI with the management is by presenting data
analytics.
Among all the functions, only marketing has the capability to generate useful data that
drives growth—ranging from customer pro iles, preferences and buying history to
pipeline and quality.
Analytics play a major role in marketing and if sales growth has to be expected, crossselling and relationship-building must have a deep presence.
Without analytics there is no way we can manage retention and acquisition of customers.
To start with, marketers need a good data strategy. From website analytics to customer
relationship management (CRM) and various other martech tools, there is a lot of space for
data to get trapped in silos and get lost.
Instead of just listening to the ”noise”, executives will need to use data in ways that would
be useful to them. Strategic thinking is needed for this.
A good data strategy is a prerequisite to a marketing strategy. It will be helpful to know
what you are measuring and how success will look like when a campaign ends.
A huge amount of impressive data from diﬀerent sources won’t bring the true picture for
various B2B marketers unless sliced and examined on required planes.
An added issue is the cost of assimilating the data and the resources needed to analyse it.
Any investments in data analytics will take a long time to deliver returns.
Too many marketing teams focus on creatives and campaigns, and worry about losing
customer-centricity by not providing high-quality technical details that are integral to B2B
marketing.
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It is not easy to manage campaign logistics, creative, data analysis and tech tools by a small
team of marketers in SMEs.
You need to decide on the right metrics based on the data strategy to assess eﬀorts.
Several metrics are possible to measure, even for a single channel such as paid
advertising. Now, it’s up to you to decide what you are going to measure.
Here are some potential metrics that you may want to consider for B2B marketing:
Total revenue: It is the baseline from which we can measure the contribution of
marketing. We can get a quick view of marketing activities by measuring incremental
revenue.
Lead traf ic: The website, for instance, must be used to generate leads. For this, the
landing page of the website must be rich in content and well managed. It is essential to
convert random visitors into leads.
Customer lifetime value: It is consequential to calculate CLV even though it is hard to
attribute and calculate but you have to track from the irst arrival till possible customer
loss to get an idea of this
value.
Cost per acquisition:
Keeping track of traf ic
and conversion to leads
indicates which strategies
and channels are working
the best.
MQL to SQL: The extent of
marketing quali ied leads
(MQL) to sales quali ied
leads (SQL) indicates the
quality of leads. If this
quality is high, it means
marketing is doing things
well.
Campaign ROI: It is also an indicator of successful tactics and marketing strategies. If you
measure, monitor and manage campaign parameters better, you can ind success over
time consistently.
It is dif icult to discuss all the details of a B2B marketing campaign and its data elements
but I have listed the most crucial metrics.
Martech, analytics, and cloud solutions must be organised at the same access level to
deliver an insight-based strategy that can be measured better.
Source: https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/heres-how-to-measure-yourb2b-marketing-eﬀorts-8060441.html
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Microsoft launches initiative to help SMBs develop digital skills for success
An Indian marketplace
New Delhi, January 27, 2022: Aiming to help small and medium businesses (SMBs) stay
ahead of the curve with the right digital skills, Microsoft India today launched a skilling
initiative by centralizing all its relevant skill-building resources. Tailored speci ically for
the country’s SMBs, this eﬀort builds on the global skills initiative that had helped close to
three million people in India acquire digital skills during the pandemic.
Small and medium businesses are the backbone of the country’s economy, contributing to
~30% of India’s GDP and providing employment to over 114 million people. Digital tools
are essential to helping SMBs respond to changes in the market, streamline their
organizations, protect against threats and plan for long-term business resiliency.
However, a lack of employee skills has been among the biggest challenges for SMBs in
responding to the pandemic. With high customer expectations for digital literacy — and a
surge in connected digital experiences — SMBs need to continuously learn new ways to
use technology for greater customer engagement, ef iciency and agility.
As businesses become increasingly reliant on technology, digital skills are fundamental to
helping SMBs evaluate and implement the right digital tools, in the right way. By building
their digital skills, SMBs raise their knowledge capital, including organizational processes
and employee talent, putting them at a greater competitive advantage in a digitally
enabled economy.
Harish Vellat, Country Head – Small, Medium & Corporate Business, Microsoft India, said,
“SMBs have been at the forefront of our country’s economic rebuilding following the
pandemic and are facing immense pressure to keep up with the dramatic shift in how we
work and live. It is critical that they are equipped with the skills that can help them develop
long-term strategies for their business and reimagine new paths for their success. By
providing these skill-building resources, we are ful illing our commitment to creating an
inclusive economy and helping SMBs transform and thrive.”
Because small business owners want to focus on growing their business — not on
searching for the right training resources — Microsoft’s goal is to make it easier for them
to ind what they need, when they need it. The lexible and accessible skill-building
approach provides digital skilling resources via e-learning and online training assets from
sources like Microsoft Learn and LinkedIn Learning. Through the resource hub,
businesses can explore proven expertise, technical training, online workshops, and best
practices, as well as earn Microsoft certi ications on technical learning paths. Aligning the
resources to the top priorities of SMBs means they can start building skills focused on
what matters most to their organization:
Connecting with customers and growing business. The right digital skills to use
technology for customer relationship management (CRM), digital marketing, advertising
and branding will help businesses better serve their customers and reach new audiences.
Keeping employees engaged and productive. Whether a business has only one employee
or a large team, digital skills can help people stay collaborative and focused while engaging
with meaningful projects.
Achieving greater ef iciency to save time and resources. Because tech enables businesses
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to quickly address customers’ needs and streamline manual processes, businesses should
learn how to use tools that work together to help them keep departments connected, lower
overhead costs and maximize ef iciency.
Increasing security in a digital world. By educating and skilling employees through best
practices, businesses are better able to use the technology that can help them protect
customers’ and employees’ data. In avoiding breaches, these businesses can avoid the
associated high costs and reputation loss.
Flexing to meet market opportunities. As businesses become more digitally enabled and
skilled, they can analyze available data, understand trends and move more quickly to
embrace market opportunities.
Accelerating with lessons in entrepreneurship. By learning about foundational principles
in inance, marketing, bootstrapping, selling, SMB owners can get a head-start on
successful business operations.
Digital skills can play a vital role in helping businesses remain adaptable, resilient and
innovative and foster a more inclusive future-ready labor market. Microsoft is committed
to empowering SMBs in the country with the resources that can help them reimagine how
to reach their goals today for a more pro itable tomorrow.
About Microsoft India
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) enables digital transformation for the era of an
intelligent cloud and an intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every person and every
organization on the planet to achieve more. Microsoft set up its India operations in 1990.
Today, Microsoft entities in India have over 16,000 employees, engaged in sales and
marketing, research, development and customer services and support, across 11 Indian
cities – Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, New Delhi, Gurugram, Hyderabad, Kochi,
Kolkata, Mumbai, Noida and Pune. Microsoft oﬀers its global cloud services from local data
centers to accelerate digital transformation across Indian startups, businesses, and
government organizations.
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Amazon India unveils startup accelerator 2.0 to nurture emerging brands
Bengaluru, Feb 9 To help emerging Indian brands and startups to reach customers around
the world, Amazon India on Wednesday launched the second season of its ‘Global Selling
Propel’ startup accelerator.
The participating startups will get an opportunity to win a total equity-free grant of
$100,000 from Amazon as well as free AWS credits worth $10,000. The entries for the
startup accelerator are open till March 14.
The company said that the programme will provide startups an opportunity to showcase
their business propositions to partner VC irms – Accel, DSG Consumer Partners, Fireside
Ventures and Sequoia Capital India.
“We saw great interest, ideas and entrepreneurial spirit in the inaugural season of the
programme, and we are excited to now bring the season 2. It is part of our commitment to
make exports easier for businesses of all sizes and enable $10 billion in e-commerce
exports from India by 2025,” said Amit Agarwal, SVP – India and Emerging Markets,
Amazon.
Bollywood actor and investor Kunal Kapoor has joined the programme as a mentor,
according to the company.
As part of the accelerator, Amazon has constituted a mentorship board consisting of
company leaders from India and across the world, VC partners and other industry leaders.
“We have expanded our operations to the US and the UK markets and have also witnessed
100 per cent growth in sales,’ she said.
Slurrp Farm, Sirona and Wellbeing Nutrition were the winners of inaugural season of the
programme last year.
The programme will feature an eight week, one-on-one mentorship module for the shortlisted participants, said the company.
Source: https://thefreedompress.in/2022/02/09/amazon-india-unveils-startupaccelerator-2-0-to-nurture-emerging-brands/

Start up
There Are Now 1,000 Unicorn Startups Worth $1 Billion or More
Almost a decade after the term “unicorn” was coined to describe a rare breed of private
company, about two new companies are joining the herd daily.
Hubert Palan signed on to Zoom from his home in Oakland, Calif., on Feb. 2 and prepared to
address the 400 or so employees at his startup, Productboard Inc. As chief executive
of icer, he had big news: Productboard had just raised a new round of funding at a
valuation of $1.7 billion. That meant the company could now of icially call itself a
unicorn—the term for a startup that investors deem worth $1 billion or more.
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relates to There Are Now 1,000 Unicorn Startups Worth $1 Billion or More
Palan, a wide-smiling 43-year-old father of two from the Czech Republic, tried to make the
video call a celebratory moment. “I was jumping around over Zoom,” he says. “I was like,
‘Yay!’ ” He took out a unicorn-shaped Christmas ornament, which he’d decorated with a
small sticker of the Productboard logo and attached to a long chain. He hung the ornament
around his neck. He whooped and cheered, along with his staﬀ—though he couldn’t hear
them because they were all on mute.
Becoming a unicorn may have been a big deal for Productboard, but it’s a distinction that
means far less within the tech industry than it once did. The term emerged almost a
decade ago, a time when startups worth $1 billion were rare and treasured, something
only the luckiest of founders and investors would ever glimpse with their own eyes. Now
the production of unicorns is reaching the scale of industrial agriculture.
relates to There Are Now 1,000 Unicorn Startups Worth $1 Billion or More
Productboard was particularly notable in one way, though: It became the 1,000th unicorn,
marking the irst time the herd has crossed into four digits, according to startup-tracking
service CB Insights. That same week, six other companies became unicorns. On the day of
Productboard’s internal announcement, Dune Analytics, a Norwegian crypto analytics
startup, gained its horn by raising a cheeky $69,420,000. In January, 42 startups became
unicorns and four became “decacorns”—the clumsy nickname given to startups worth
$10 billion or more. “When you have 1,000 unicorns,” says Brian Lee, who oversees
research at CB Insights, “that’s almost an oxymoron.”
It’s hard not to see the number of billion-dollar startups as proof that the private markets
are overheated—something people have been saying for years. Even in the face of volatile
public markets, in lation, and rising interest rates, the mood among private market
investors appears to be as ebullient as ever. Some of that undaunted growth is valid, says
Lee: As more of the world’s services become digital, software companies become more
valuable, and infrastructure such as Amazon Web Services makes it easier than ever to
start a tech business.
In the past, companies the size of the most valuable unicorns— ByteDance, SpaceX, and
Stripe—would probably have already gone public. Today entrepreneurs feel less pressure
to do so, given how easy it is for them to raise the money they need from private funders.
Staying private allows many companies to avoid the additional scrutiny and potential loss
of control that comes with an initial public oﬀering. Plenty of investors are eager to get in
early on rapidly evolving industries such as crypto, pushing up valuations. “You can’t
discount the power of FOMO,” Lee says. “People are willing to go in with more capital.”
relates to There Are Now 1,000 Unicorn Startups Worth $1 Billion or More
The term “unicorn” dates to a 2013 article that Aileen Lee, a venture capitalist who’d just
started a irm called Cowboy Ventures, wrote for the news site TechCrunch. Her article was
about lessons investors could take from examining the few U.S.-based tech companies that
had reached a $1 billion valuation. Looking at private and public U.S. software companies
founded since 2003, she identi ied 39 of them, representing the top 0.07% of venturebacked startups. They included Airbnb, Dropbox, Facebook, Groupon, LinkedIn, Tumblr,
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Twitter, Uber, YouTube, and Zynga. About four unicorns had been created each year
during that decade, mostly in consumer software services. Despite the fascination with
young founders hitting it rich from their dorm rooms, Lee found that the people who
started unicorns tended to be in their 30s. Of all the list’s founding CEOs, not one was a
woman.

When she was writing the article, Lee
toyed around with using terms such as
“monster hit” and “home run” to describe
the megastartups. But “unicorn” seemed
like an appropriate word for a distinction
that, as she wrote, was “extremely rare and
pretty awesome.”
What’s a Unicorn Worth?
Data: Brand Finance, the Numbers, Dun &
Bradstreet, news reports, Boone Trading, Anderson’s, Poké mon prices, fast-food menu
prices
The name stuck. In 2015, Fortune ran a cover story, “The Age of Unicorns,” in which it
analyzed privately held startups with billion-dollar-plus valuations. Illustrated with a
full-page image of a white unicorn in a Zuckerbergian hoodie, the piece fretted that there
were already too many unicorns for the label to matter anymore. “Is this boom for real?”
Fortune asked on the cover. The count at the time: 80.
In the years since, the answer has become a resounding yes. In 2022 unicorns are being
minted at a rate of more than one a day.
relates to There Are Now 1,000 Unicorn Startups Worth $1 Billion or More
There’s a shocking amount of investment money looking for a home—$621 billion into
startups of all kinds in 2021. That’s more than double the 2020 amount and exceeds the
capital raised through IPOs over the same period, which itself was a record. Low interest
rates and record-breaking paydays when private companies inally go public or get
acquired have caught the hungry eyes of investors who have traditionally focused on
public markets.
Covid-19’s reshaping of the economy accelerated the boom. The number of unicorns had
been growing steadily until the end of 2020, when the global count was 569. Then, in the
next year, it almost doubled. “Covid created so much personal loss and pain, but it has put
tremendous mojo in the sales of software of all kinds,” says Aileen Lee. “The ease and
ef iciency of software—it’s becoming the glue that runs how we communicate and how
we do business.”
She’s quick to point out that more unicorns exist now in part because there are just so
many more startups; the milestone is still a sign of rare success. “It’s so freaking hard” to
get to $1 billion, Lee says—“it still takes timing, luck, superb execution, and longevity.”
Reaching that valuation is a strong predictor of further success, she says, adding that she
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hopes more companies run by women or people of color will reach that level, because it’s a
“life-changing” event.
Some of today’s unicorns are making their mark primarily by serving other tech
companies. Productboard builds tools for product managers—the people who coordinate
designers, software engineers, and marketers building, say, a new feature in an app or a
speci ic ix for a major enterprise client. Its customers have included several unicorns,
such as Zoom Video Communications Inc. and UiPath Inc., though those companies
outgrew their horns when they went public in 2019 and 2021, respectively.
The Shape of Today’s Herd
The most common focus for companies on the original unicorn list was consumer internet
services. Nine years later, there are more companies in inancial technology than in any
other category, led by the payment-services company Stripe. The U.S. continues to be the
leading home for $1 billion startups, but there are more Chinese unicorns in categories
such as education, hardware, and transportation.
In Productboard’s early days, Palan and Daniel Hejl, his co-founder, tried not to worry too
much about the unicorn label, but potential investors were always asking whether they
thought they’d eventually be worth a billion dollars. It was hard not to daydream. Palan
says he would think things like: “When we become a unicorn, it’s going to be awesome. The
best people are going to come work with us.”
Actually, hiring is still as cutthroat as ever, and Palan suspects that being a unicorn isn’t
unusual enough to tip the scales in recruiting. “The goal posts got pushed,” he says. “You’re
playing this constant catch-up.”
Nonetheless, when the Productboard
team gathered after its Zoom meeting
on Feb. 2., the mood was enthusiastic.
Local employees gathered at
Productboard’s of ice in SanFrancisco’s
South of Market neighborhood, eating
lunch from unicorn plates under a
rainbow of unicorn balloons.
Executives received bottles of bubbly
with celebratory labels, while rankand- ile employees got unicorn T-shirts,
candles, and robes with little unicorn
icons. “It’s super cheesy, but it’s great,”
Palan says of the fanfare.
Afterward, employees clinked glasses at a happy hour, grilled Korean barbecue at YakiniQ
in San Francisco’s Japantown, and wandered over to private-room karaoke down the
block. The next morning, Palan was still beaming. Sure, there are 999 other unicorns, but it
still feels special. “It’s not like there’s 1,000 unicorns in the product management space,”
he says. “That would suck.”

relates to There Are Now 1,000 Unicorn Startups Worth $1 Billion or More
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Unicorns Through the Years
There have always been hot startups, but the numbers keep getting bigger
The First Batch
relates to There Are Now 1,000 Unicorn Startups Worth $1 Billion or More

Twitter co-founders Biz Stone and Jack Dorsey (left), Tumblr’s David Karp (center), and
YouTube’s Steven Chen and Chad Hurley.Photos: Getty Images
There’s no clear-cut way to identify the irst unicorn. Aileen Lee’s list comprised 39
companies, but it only considered those founded since 2003. It also included public
companies, while the term today usually refers to pre-IPO startups. By that standard,
some of the biggest technology companies in the world skipped right over the unicorn
stage, including Amazon ($438 million at IPO) and Microsoft ($777 million).
The Biggest One
relates to There Are Now 1,000
Unicorn Startups Worth $1 Billion
or More
ByteDance founder Zhang Yiming
(left) and the company’s most
famous product.Photos:
Bloomberg; Getty Images
The most valuable private
company on Lee’s original unicorn
list was Twitter, clocking in at about $10 billion. Today’s biggest unicorn is another social
media darling: TikTok parent ByteDance, worth $140 billion. ByteDance’s initial focus
was a news aggregator, Toutiao, which remains popular in China. Its most famous
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product, though, came from its 2017 acquisition of Musical.ly, whose tech it adapted into
the app that became TikTok.

The Worst Flop
relates to There Are Now 1,000
Unicorn Startups Worth $1
Billion or More
Theranos founder Elizabeth
Holmes.Photo: Getty Images
Companies leave the unicorn
list in one of two ways: They
graduate by going public or
being acquired, or they fail. One
of the most spectacular
i m p l o s i o n s wa s We Wo r k ,
whose largest investor valued it
at $47 billion shortly before a planned IPO collapsed suddenly—the company eventually
recovered enough to go public with a new CEO at a far-reduced valuation. But it’s hard to
think of a bigger fall than Theranos, the blood-testing startup founded by Stanford
dropout Elizabeth Holmes. Theranos, once worth $9 billion, crashed after a Wall Street
Journal investigation revealed how overheated Holmes’s claims about its technology had
been. In January she was convicted of fraud and faces up to 20 years in prison.
Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-02-09/there-are-now-1000-unicorn-private-company-startups-worth-1-billion-or-more

What makes a great startup leader? 13 views on leadership
Any organization – even whole countries – can rise or fall depending solely on how
capable their leader is. But what exactly makes a great leader?
For startups, a capable leader is even more crucial as uncertainty prevails in nearly every
area of business.
Here are the results of more than 30 chief executive of icers of innovative startups in the
World Economic Forum Technology Pioneers community what their number one
leadership trait is.
What comes to mind when you think of a true leader? Is it a person with charisma or a
high degree of intellect? Or a person possessing incredible warmth and compassion?
Although the perception or understanding of what makes a “leader” diﬀers across
societies and cultures, one common consensus is that any organization, even one as big as
a country, can rise and fall solely on a leader’s capability. Past history and current events
both provide an ample number of examples.
The world of startups is no exception. The leadership of a chief executive of icer plays a
crucial role in its destiny. As uncertainty prevails in nearly every aspect of business, it is
like navigating through a dark jungle where there are an in inite number of unknowns
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and predators. To survive, startups need to ind the right product-market it, receive
enough investments to sustain their organization, and gain an advantage over incumbents
and competitors – to only mention a few. All these factors are a function of multiplication. If
even one goes wrong, it is unlikely that the startup will survive.
Distribution of leadership traits that chief executive of icers mentioned.
We asked more than 30 chief executive of icers of innovative startups in the World
Economic Forum Technology Pioneers community what their number one leadership trait
while leading a hypergrowth startup is. We also asked their thoughts on that speci ic trait,
and key practices and habits they have put in place to foster the trait for each. Here are the
results:
Vision
Most Technology Pioneers see vision as the number one leadership trait. In a world
abounding with uncertainties, a leader’s vision is an organization’s guiding star and
focuses team members on the same goal. Having a strong vision that resonates with the
team is crucial and acts as a go to place when confronting challenges. Some words that

describe “vision” include “focal point” or the “ irst step towards any transformation”.
“Vision is the focal point of any company solving a complex problem by proposing a new
way of doing things. A leader with a clear and consistent vision is able to perpetuate
perseverance in the face of resistance and to keep their company grounded as well as tied
to the overarching purpose.”
Robin Grosset (Chief Technology Of icer, MindBridge Analytics)
“Vision is the starting point of conceptualizing an idea. It provides continued direction and
an objective for everyone to work towards.”
Jacqueline Heard (Founder and Chief Executive Of icer, Enko Chem)
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“The vision needs to be realistic and consider the context or system you are hoping to
transform. A vision needs to be shared and moulded if it aims to become real. Having open
mindedness and good communication practices will allow the organization to share the
vision, rally around it, and build towards it as a team.”
Thomas Leurent (Cofounder and Chief Executive Of icer, Akselos)
“If you cannot imagine it, you cannot build it. Vision will articulate to the team and the
customers what is possible and a founder’s track record will make it credible. Reading on
broad ranging topics and getting inspired by how other visionaries make their vision a
reality help foster the trait.”
Charles Bark (Founder and Chief Executive Of icer, Hinounou)
“The vision is like the North Star of the entrepreneur. Without it, a leader can lose
themselves in multiple ways. To foster the right vision, I try to capture major trends that
are directly relevant to e-healthcare. I start every morning by reading the news and by
meeting fellow e-health experts and exchanging latest trends, research achievements and
use cases with them.”
2. Patience and tenacity
Patience and tenacity were the second most cited leadership trait. According to Forbes,
tenacity is a ierce blend of determination, persistence and grit that has the potential to
diﬀerentiate between failure and success, and that moves teams from just doing okay to
thriving. Having a high level of patience and tenacity is particularly important when
powering through the challenges that startups confront daily. This trait requires both
mindset as well as the ability to deliberately foster the necessary skills and disciplines.
Tania Coke (Cofounder and Chief Executive Of icer, Tellus)
“The past two years have been illed with uncertainty, between COVID-19 and chip
shortages. I believe that patience and tenacity have been key in getting through this period,
in combination with vision, adaptability and pure grit. Patience is not binary but a
spectrum, and I am constantly trying to improve these skills in my daily life, for example
trying to refrain from looking at my phone for a given period of time.”
Francine Gervazio (Chief Executive Of icer, Avrios)
“Things go wrong all the time. It is important to be patient and to not give up, to stay on the
road for the long term. I always like to zoom out and think about the bigger picture. Even
when things go wrong, looking at the strategic plan helps me keep the discipline and drive
to achieve the longterm objective.”
Jim Flatt (Cofounder and Chief Executive Of icer, Brightseed)
“Tenacious people eventually ind solutions, so long as they listen to others who can help
them.”
Aba Shubert (Chief Executive Of icer, Dorae)
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“The road will be long, dif icult and unpredictable. Watch, listen and keep walking.”
3. Authenticity & self-awareness
Authenticity and self-awareness came the third. When a team of professionals comes
together to achieve a common goal, trust plays a crucial role when going through ups and
downs. To build trust, showing authenticity is a crucial factor across the organization and to
inspire people. Authentic leaders also behave with integrity and stay true to their values.
Jessica Green (Cofounder and Chief Executive Of icer, Phylagen)
“Authenticity and self-awareness underpin most leadership traits, particularly vision.
Movements like running and swimming bring to the fore my authentic thoughts and beliefs.
Communities such as friends and family foster my self-awareness. For most of my life, I have
been an athlete and I regularly engage my communities to provide frank feedback on selfawareness indicators.”
Karim Engelmark Cassimjee (Cofounder and Chief Executive Of icer, Enginzyme)
“Many things are needed to keep a growing team together but trust is the foundation. And
trust comes from authenticity and self-awareness. I always start any decision process,
meeting or activity by asking myself what the most open and truthful path would be.”
Isabelle Kenyon (Founder and Chief Executive Of icer, Calibrate)
“As our company grew quickly, committing to self-awareness has made it easy to ind the
overlaps between what I am uniquely good at doing, what I love doing and what the
business needs right now. This keeps me energized and focused on what matters. At
Calibrate, to double down on self-awareness as a journey, not a destination, everyone is
required to write a ‘User Manual’ – short, self-aware guides to what you love and hate doing,
what you are best and worst at, and how you like to give and receive feedback.”
The right combination
Other leadership traits highlighted include inspiration, strategic thinking, open
mindedness and interpersonal communication.
Chrissa McFarlene (Founder and Chief Executive Of icer, Patientory)
“I believe inspiration is the most important leadership trait. It is fuelled by passion and
purpose. It pulls people towards something that stirs their heart, mind and soul. Meditation
is one practice that I put in place to improve the trait. There is no doubt that meditation is
one of the simplest and fastest ways to reduce stress and bring about many bene its. When
having to make tough decisions and dealing with challenges as a CEO, meditation has
always helped me and made me a better person and leader every single day.”
There is no one size its all answer to inding the right leadership traits for a leader and their
organization. All traits, including vision, tenacity and authenticity, are correlated and
interdependent in many ways. Having the right combination of leadership ingredients,
ordering their priority, and aligning them with the organization and its members are
crucial to elevating the chances of success.
Source: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/what-makes-a-great-startupleader/
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Women Wing
DeFi Will Help Women Take Back Control of Their Finances and Close
the Wealth Gap
The blockchain is open-access and inclusive to anyone around the world. This gives
women a unique opportunity to ditch patriarchal conventions and take control of their
own lives.
Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors are their own.
Entering into the crypto markets and the DeFi (decentralized inance) inancial system
can be a challenge. The crypto markets have been dominated by men until now, but this
trend is changing. Women can make a big impact on a market that will be the next big
driver of inancial innovation.
DeFi is a fresh start
DeFi is new, but it also represents a huge change in how money moves. The potential use
cases for DeFi are global, as DeFi can make connections that no other form of inancial
technology is capable of. This opens up a new avenue for women around the world to
participate in the DeFi ecosystem both as developers as well as users.
Because the blockchain industry hasn’t cemented itself in society yet, most people don’t
have the general industry knowledge necessary to get started in DeFi. The new industry
also has a fairly complex learning curve in regards to the tools used. Many fresh investors
stick to mostly safe investments like Bitcoin or Ethereum. But as crypto slowly enters the
mainstream, the public is beginning to want to know more about how blockchain
technology, crypto and DeFi it into an overall investment strategy, as well as how the
market works.
This presents an even greater opportunity for women to get involved in an industry where
men have led for over a decade. Some women are already taking advantage of this to bring
education, technical know-how and the accessibility of DeFi to other women
entrepreneurs. Some of these women are trying to change the way the blockchain and
decentralization are utilized in underprivileged communities around the world, changing
our perspectives and breaking fresh ground.
Freedom is power
Economic freedom, entrepreneurial pursuits, independence and security are empowered
by decentralization. There are no gatekeepers, and public blockchains are open to all.
While this is clearly powerful for larger inancial entities, the unbanked masses may be the
largest untapped market for DeFi.
Given these advantages, many people are turning to the blockchain as a way to get around
restricted traditional monetary systems and gain more control over inancial
opportunities for themselves, their families and their enterprises.
Decentralized inance improves transparency, accessibility and equality. It maintains a
borderless system that allows for equal access to anyone. As long as they have a
connection to the internet.
Women are increasingly turning to cryptocurrency as a means of taking advantage of
these strengths as well as avoiding a system that is designed to reward entrenched
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interests in a largely patriarchal society. DeFi use cases give broader access to inancial
tools to supplement their incomes without relying on their spouses or traditional banking
institutions. In other words, the blockchain provides a mechanism for women to
participate in an industry that allows them to take control of their inancial independence.
Access is open to all now. It’s time for women all over the world to take notice and use this
as a chance to ight back.
DeFi democratizes inances
Female-led irms received only 2.3 percent of VC investments in 2020. That number is a
mere 2.1 percent in the irst eight months of 2021. As more women enter the startup and
tech worlds, the demand for equality grows. That’s because data shows that diverse teams
are more pro itable, regardless of the ield.
Only around one in ten people in America invest in crypto, and the market has yet to gain
traction among women either. That’s especially strange considering that crypto has, in
many other ways, delivered on its promise to spread equality. It is the only inancial system
in which young people actually have a higher participation rate than older people.
In the early days of Bitcoin, it was widely thought that cryptocurrencies would bring in a
new era of diversity in the inancial services business, which has been plagued by gender
inequities for years. In spite of the ability and claims of crypto to address inequality, The
State of U.S. Crypto Report found that 75 percent of crypto owners are men.
On the other hand, people of all races are roughly equally likely to hold cryptocurrency: 11
percent white, 11 percent Black, 10 percent Latino, 14 percent Asians own Bitcoin, with
the remaining 13% of owners being undetermined. That means that Bitcoin has managed
to break down barriers to investing based on race, but it has failed to do so in terms of
gender. So far.
Women are breaking into crypto
The problem lies in investment opportunities, not in interest or aptitude. A 2016 report
shows that women leave corporate tech jobs at twice the rate of men. The male-dominated
culture tends to drive women out. But in spite of how dif icult it seems to be for women to
break into crypto, a few noteworthy women have shared their thoughts on how the
industry is evolving. There is good news.
Kinjal Shah is a senior associate at Blockchain Capital and a backer of the Komorebi
Collective, which supports female and nonbinary crypto entrepreneurs. She believes that
this new inancial system can be built in a diﬀerent way, and she hopes that more women
and minorities will enter the trillion-dollar industry. "If this is the future of inance," she
remarked, "I want more women to be sharing a piece of that pie... From the outside looking
in, the face of crypto is very male. Now that I’m on the inside, I know so many women.”
Julia Rosenberg is one of the few female founders at Orca Protocol. While raising funds for
her company, she realized that she hadn’t spoken to any female investors for four weeks.
The investor? Kinjal Shah.
Both Rosenberg and Shah saw an opportunity to in luence the developing DeFi world in a
way that was distinct from the traditional tech and banking systems they were used to.
That meant actively employing and recruiting women, especially on the technical side, for
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Rosenberg. Orca Protocol boasts a female co-founder, chief executive, adviser, and
product design lead among its nine workers.
Another great example of how women are entering the blockchain industry is the launch
of Defy Trends – which is a women-led DeFi analytics irm. On September 30th, the four
female founders were named as one of two winners at The Startup Showdown in Miami.
They were awarded a $120,000 USD investment from Panoramic Ventures, which was
also one of the competition's judges. They were chosen as “best company” for the
competition out of 200 promising applicants. This puts them in the above-mentioned 2.1
percent of women-led companies that got investment funds in 2021.
The platform is designed to assist investors in making smarter decisions with real-time
data analytics and a social sentiment tracker for each coin. The data is crunched by
machine-learning AI algorithms.
It even includes an environmental impact assessment to help investors make responsible
decisions as well as pro itable ones. This is combined with a worldwide analysis that
tracks how each coin interacts with each other in a broader ecosystem.
The future of blockchain is inclusive
In 2020, a survey by CoinMarketCap revealed a 43 percent increase in women in business.
The earnings potential of investing in women-led irms is attracting the attention of
blockchain companies. Women Who Code just received a $150,000 grant from Algorand
to fund their blockchain deep-learning curriculum for women engineers. Gemini and The
Giving Block, two companies that help others raise funds through cryptocurrency, have
raised their own funds by reaching out to cryptocurrency donors on International
Women's Day 2021.
The UNICEF Innovation Fund is an ambitious fund created to help children around the
world. It is focused speci ically on blockchain-based startups that help facilitate inancial
inclusion. Over 50 percent of the companies involved here are women-led. The goal is to
make open-source, decentralized inancial instruments and marketplaces more
accessible to local communities and small business owners, allowing them to interact
with these revolutionary systems in new, useful ways.
In fact, some studies suggest that the use of small-scale, informal lending in poor nations
is extremely common. This implies that women could easily transition away from illegal
lending, and use DeFi platforms that simply require the use of a smartphone, and
cryptocurrency. In addition to helping the unbanked access credit at fair rates, illegal
money lenders would be impacted negatively.
Having women at the forefront of the industry's early phases of development is a
promising sign. Because this time around, education and access are much more
important points of focus. It is reasonable to think that, moving forward, growth will
begin to spread more evenly.
However, there is still a lot of work that needs to be done. According to the World
Economic Forum, it will take over 200 years to close the global economic gender gap at the
rate we’re going. It is vital to ensure that women continue to have equal access to
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blockchain technologies and education and that great ideas like the ones mentioned above
are given support.
Source:https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/413158
Women directors make up just 16% of board in NSE 200 companies: The Glass
Ceiling report
HDFC and Syngene International Ltd. were the top performers, with each having four
women on their boards. Asian Paints, Bharti Airtel and Cipla were among those ranked
second, with three women directors.
According to researcher Promila Agarwal, the study tries to solve the pay gap between
men and women in top management, which persists despite companies investing in hiring
and paying women equally at lower job levels.
According to researcher Promila Agarwal, the study tries to solve the pay gap between
men and women in top management, which persists despite companies investing in hiring
and paying women equally at lower job levels.
Women make up only 16 percent of the board of directors in NSE 200 companies as of
2022, says The Glass Ceiling Report by the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad.
This number increased from 4.5 percent in 2014 to 16 percent in 2020, just touching
regulatory requirements, and has since been stagnant.
According to the report, women account for only 2 percent of top management — the set of
ten individuals with the highest salary bracket in these companies. In addition, women in
the senior executive position, with salaries higher than Rs 1.02 crore per annum, stood at 7
percent. The report also highlighted that within this job role, while men receive an average
salary of Rs 2.24 crore per annum, women are only paid Rs 1.91 crore.
The research is based on data received from 124 NSE 200 companies. Public companies
were excluded from the analysis, and the rest did not respond to queries from the
researcher.
IIM-A placements: BCG, Accenture top recruiters as inal campus hiring begins
Here’s how to pick the right CRM package for your company
A 2019 World Bank Report showed that the Women’s Labour Force Participation Rate in
India stood at 20 percent against 55 per cent in the US and 60 percent in China. The
common reasons for this disparity were their role as the primary caregiver for children
and elders, limited female repre-sentation in lead-ership, unavailabil-ity of strong mentorship and their often self-limiting behaviour.
According to researcher Promila Agarwal, the study tries to solve the pay gap between
men and women in top management, which persists despite companies investing in hiring
and paying women equally at lower job levels. The report, hence, has also made some
recommendations. They include setting up diversity goals for companies and councils to
evaluate progress regularly, cultural training at every level, and increased intake of women
at junior levels.
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A 2019 report by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI)
estimated that $700 billion was added to India’s GDP by 2025 by improving gender
equality in the workforce.
No women in top management in many companies

Among the participating companies, HDFC and Syngene International Ltd. were the top
performers, each having four women on their board of directors. Asian Paints, Bharti
Airtel and Cipla were among those ranked second, with three women directors. Along
with Trent, Cipla again made the charts with three women in top management (WTM).
However, out of the participant companies, while 21 had only one WTM, 76 had none.
In addition, the report said that while senior women executives make up a considerable
part of the inancial services industry, with IT following as a close second, there is a severe
lack of women in sectors such as pharma and consumer services.
‘The Glass Ceiling: Research Report on Leadership Gender Balance in Indian Companies’
was launched at the inaugural event of the Arun Duggal Environmental, Social, and
Corporate Governance (ESG) Centre for Research and Innovation on February 9. Veteran
Banker KV Kamath addressed the event as the keynote speaker, with former PepsiCo CEO
Indira Nooyi, joining later for an interaction with the IIM Ahmedabad students.
Source: https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/startup/women-directorsmake-up-just-16-of-board-in-nse-200-companies-the-glass-ceiling-report8071801.html
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View: Levelling the playing ield for women
India’s female workforce participation is among the worst in South Asia at 24%.
Surprisingly, the startup ecosystem isn’t doing much better. Women represent only 14%
of entrepreneurs in India, and a majority of those startups are microenterprises and selfinanced, a clear sign that women entrepreneurs are not being equipped to reach their
potential.
Everyone wants more gender diversity. Whether it’s a startup founder, an investor, the
hiring manager of a large company, or even a government of icial. Everybody agrees, in
theory, that more women on board is a great idea. So why are there so few women, not just
in the workforce, but also in our startup ecosystem?
Here are some cold truths.
India’s female workforce participation is among the worst in South Asia at 24%.
Surprisingly, the startup ecosystem isn’t doing much better. Women represent only 14%
of entrepreneurs in India, and a majority of those startups are microenterprises and selfinanced, a clear sign that women entrepreneurs are not being equipped to reach their
potential.
A major impediment women startup founders face is access to capital. Between January
2018 and June 2020, funding
raised by startups with at least one woman founder accounted for only 5.7% ($1.69
billion) of total funding across 378 deals, while female-founded startups received only
1.43% ($480 million) across 80 deals, according to the Makers India Report 2020 (YS) –
State of Women in Tech Entrepreneurship in India.
Such studies show a clear gender funding bias. The reality is that women founders raise
signi icantly lower amounts in funding rounds than their male counterparts, and many
aren’t able to meet their funding needs as a result. Over 70% of the total inance
requirement of women entrepreneurs in the country remains unmet, according to a
recent IFC report.
This is why we need a broader platform to discuss the challenges women entrepreneurs
face today. One of the most encouraging aspects of the Budget 2022-23 announcement for
the VC industry was the move to set up a panel for VC and PE irms. This panel creates a
much-needed platform to formulate strategies, not just to facilitate the growth of
startups,but also to level the playing ield for women entrepreneurs.
So what can be done to bridge the gender gap in India’s startup ecosystem?
Unfortunately, there is no straightforward solution. The underrepresentation of women
in the startup ecosystem, along with other spheres of life, is a complex, layered problem
that touches on everything from economy to sociology.
But what is clear is that calibrated industry-wide action, coupled with continued
government support, is required. We believe the following measures will help build on
the signi icant progress made in recent years in terms of growing the VC and startup
ecosystem in India.
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1. Incentivise investments in women-led startups: Government-led fund of funds
currently provide essential capital to VC and PE irms, which in turn is invested in
emerging startups. One important step is to ensure that more women-led startups get
capital as part of government-led funds and fund of
funds. To this eﬀect, we recommend that the government can direct more funds to
organisations and platforms that support and enable women founders, including those in
rural areas.
But this is not just a conversation about reservations or allocations, we need to create
structures where investments in women entrepreneurship are rewarded. Just as
sustainable or impact investing is being incentivised around the world,
there is an opportunity to do so for women-focussed investments. One way to incentivise
such investments is if higher carry, or the share of any pro its realised by investors, is
oﬀered for capital provided to women-led startups as part of government-led
programmes.
2. Women quotas for new Digital University: Another challenge startups face is a shortage
of talent, especially when it comes to women. This is one of the main reasons why we aren’t
able to bridge the gender gap, even if we wish to. One way to help address this issue is to
ensure the upcoming Digital University announced in Budget 2022 has more equitable
gender representation. Encouraging more women to enroll in the new Digital University
can help build capabilities and widen the talent pool available to startup founders and
enable more women entrepreneurs.
3. Adopt a gender-based approach to cyber-security and online regulations: Even those
women who enter the workforce or set up their own companies face discrimination.
According to a recent Linkedin study, more than 4 in 5 working women (85%) in India
claim to have missed out on a raise, promotion, or work oﬀer because of their gender,
compared to the regional average of 60%. About two-thirds of working women (63%) and
working mothers (69%) reported that they have faced discrimination at work because of
familial and household responsibilities.
Gender often plays a role in the harassment people encounter online. As a community, we
need to take a strong stand against the scourge of online discrimination. Unless we do
more to call out such behaviour by ighting back when we see injustice, we cannot make
real progress.
To counter online abuse and protect women on the Internet, our policymakers and
industry stakeholders should consider a gender-based approach to cybersecurity,
thinking through the implications of cybersecurity design, defense and responses from a
woman’s perspective.
4. Better gender diversity in the investor community: Change must also come from within.
Studies across the world show that women investors are 3x more likely to invest in women
founders. It is thus crucial to have a higher representation of women in the investor
community as well.
This is why Indian and foreign institutional investors as well as LPs should also start
looking at metrics like how many female and underrepresented founders their venture
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irm has supported and their respective returns. Analyst programmes, incubators and VC
irms should internally set and report on diversity targets. Further, government-led fund of
funds could look to channel more capital towards women investors as part of their
programmes. For us, at Kalaari, promoting women entrepreneurs has -- probably for
obvious reasons -- always been an issue close to heart. This is why we have set up the CXXO
initiative, a $10 million fund, to build a vibrant community of women leaders and champion
the next generation of women founder-CEOs for inclusive growth and opportunities to
reach the top. This is just a start, but with more women-focussed programmes like CXXO,
we can look forward to facilitating and supporting many more unicorn outcomes for
women-led startups.
But there is ground for optimism. One heartening sign of change is the many examples of
women striking out and thriving in what were once considered unorthodox ields. Take
aviation, for example. According to the International Society of Women Airline Pilots,
around 5% of pilots are women, but in India, the share of women pilots is signi icantly
higher - at over 15%. India’s Gender Budget, which includes schemes for women across

diﬀerent government ministries, has grown steadily over the last 17 years. This increased
spending acknowledges women as a key engine of India’s economic growth – an approach
that needs to be mirrored in our startup ecosystem.
To be sure, access to funding for female founders is improving; and 2021 was a phenomenal
year for startup funding.Record amounts of capital has been raised by startups and venture
funds alike.
To pave the road to a more equal startup ecosystem, one that more evenly represents the
aspirations of all our men and women, collective action is required, across government and
private enterprise. We will need a great deal of patience and resilience along the way, but
we need to keep powering forward.
Source: https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/company/corporate-trends/viewlevelling-the-playing- ield-for-women-founders/printarticle/89472118.cms
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WASME CORNER
Wasme And Tdp Global Applaud Finance Minister For Futuristic Budget Briefcase2022 For Msme Sector
With sharing of key budget highlights by Dr. Sanjeev Layek, Executive Secretary, WASME
and opening of the session with sharing of perspectives by CA (Dr.) Ashok Haldia,
Honorary Mentor, TDP Global Consulting and former secretary, ICAI, the experts
examined and simpli ied the budget as to how the MSME sector continues to be one of the
key focus sector of this year budget. In his inaugural speech Dr Layek highlighted some key
points related to MSMEs like Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme for MSMEs
extended till March 2023. ECLGS had provided much-needed additional credit to more
than 130 lakh MSMEs. This helped them mitigate the adverse impact of the COVID-19. The
hospitality and related services, especially those by micro and small enterprises, were yet
to regain their pre-pandemic level of business. Considering these aspects, the government
announced the extension of guarantee cover by another ?50,000 crore taking the total
cover under the scheme to ?5 lakh crore, with the additional amount being earmarked
exclusively for the hospitality and related enterprises. He said the Centre said Credit

Guarantee Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises scheme would be revamped with
required infusion of funds. This would facilitate additional credit of ?2 lakh crore for Micro
and Small Enterprises and expand employment opportunities.
Dr. Haldia said the budget is supportive from perspectives of 95% micro units and 5% of
small and medium enterprises from 6.6 crores MSMEs in the country which together
employ 40% of national workforce that contribute 30% of national GDP and 50% of
Export to Indian economy. Obviously, a budget has to focus and can not remain oblivious of
what the msme expects and look from the inance minister. He said that this year's budget
is a typical budget. Last year, the inance minister said that this year’s budget is once in
100-year budget and she said that this year’s budget we should look in continuation of the
last year budget. And I would go a step beyond. We should look this budget in continuation
of budget prior to the last year’s budget for the simple reason that we were impacted by
the pandemic of irst wave and the second wave and the thirds wave we are currently
faced with. While the budget are formal outlay of income and expenditure of the
government but in between because of the pandemic the government took a lot of iscal
and non- iscal regulatory measures to support the industry, the business and the msme
and a common man impacted by the pandemic. We have seen a number of measures by
govt. both including for the msme and those included easy availability of credit, inancial
restructuring, programmes, credit-guaranteeing the facilities etc. so on an so forth
The focus was largely on to enabling them to tied over the cash constraints or the liquidity
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constraints. Are we over with that economic stress? Well that certainly not! While
economy is in recovery momentum, we expect growth of 8.2 % and the general health of
MSME is on improvement. It is seen from perspective of credit low to the msme the last
year which has grown by about 12% and for medium may be more than 25%. But then they
continue to be reel under the impact of wave third not necessarily as serious as was the
impact of wave one and the wave two because we are not faced with the lockdown this
time. What we were looking for the msme were the direct measures which directly focus
on the msme. Many of them both in terms of emergency credit line guaranteeing scheme
may be in terms of extension of guarantee cover for msme the new scheme that RAM which
would to enhance the competitiveness and ef iciencies of the msme. These are directly
bene it and they would directly be available for easy credit for the msme. But another is the
indirect measures which would propel the growth of msme, which would create ease of
doing business for msme and therefore they would contribute their growth, inancial
health and also in particular to the liquidity. What would that mean is that would mean that
budget would focus on growth, demand, investment, exports and the employment. If the
budget focus on these the bene its of that focus would percolate down or trickle down to
the msme and they would be also be key bene iciary of such an strategy in approach that
budget would adopt to. For example- the FM announced for railway that every station
would have a focus on the new product development in that area. If that happens that
would mean the growth of msme in that area that will propel the growth of msme.
Similarly, if we look in terms of the housing, the new dwelling units, as announced by the
FM during the budget, would increase the demand of the product of the msme and growth
of the msme. Another he emphasized on Start-up Sector being important part of economy
today. What the govt. has done is the long-term capital gains uniform rate of 15% and also
the bene its under section 115 in terms of extending the period of availment of bene it
under this act. The most important is impetus is the growth in capex from 5.54 lakh crore
last year to something about around 7.54 lakh crores that is an increase of about 35% in
the capex that largely goes to infrastructure development. That infrastructure
development because of various schemes and programmes that the govt. has announced
and seven of those that FM did touch upon in the budget. That would generate demand in
the economy, income, employment and consequently the growth of the MSMEs. While
there are no direct tax advantages to individuals but the budget would propel the growth
by way of much required conducive environment that is more important and stepping
stone for double digit growth.
Speaking at the virtual session, Mr. Narinder Wadhwa, President, Commodity Participants
Association of India (CPAI) and Managing Director of Ski Capital Services Limited applaud
the digital briefcase presented by inance minister as a very short and very crisp budget
whereas Mr. Probir. Roy, founding independent director at Nazara Technologies and a
serial entrepreneur and co-founder of Paymate appraised the inancial proposals in the
budget. CA Rohit Vaswani, Founder Partner of Raj K Sri and Company, Chartered
Accountants applauded and said that the budget the innovative budget which has well
focussed on digital rupee which will based on blockchain technology and taxation on
cryptocurrency. He said that it is almost around 5 yrs from implementation of GST and that
the indirect collection of taxes through GST though increasing on y-o-y basis but just being
16% as comparative to 15% of direct taxes is not very much encouraging from view point
of total collection of revenue to the government. He expected that GST collection to grow
positively.
Mr. Sundeep Mohindru, CEO of M1Exchange appraised the budget as growth oriented one
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for MSME. He showed his full con idence in support and in terms of what SMEs as a whole
will produce by way of this budget implementation. The job creation that’s because the
country has huge capacity of ports, trains, roads, logistics and announcement of digital
and foreign university in GIFT City, set up of digital banks in villages will receive capital
expenditure for expansion and with that business environment enables to do more and
that the world looks at India.
The programme was very professionally moderated by Dr. Bhavna Chhabra, Professor of
IBS, Gurgaon and Managing Editor-Samvaad. Present amongst others were a large
number of partipants invited from MSME sector from various states all across India
which was also joined by the key participants from organising body TDP Global-Ms.
Priyanka Parashar, Founder and Managing Partner, and Ms. Neha Malkan, Head Marcom,
and Ms. Megha Chadha, Director WASME and media fraternity. The programme was well
attended andappreciated as the irst one in the country that was soon after the
presentation of budget by the inance minister this year.

Upcoming Events

Global Organic Expo supported by WASME
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6th International Conference and Priyadarshini Awards ceremony
Federation of Indian Women Entrepreneurs (FIWE) in association with World
Association for Small and Medium Enterprises (WASME) is organising 6th International
Conference in association with Ministry of MSME and in collaboration with Institute for
Studies in Industrial Development (ISID), Govt. of India from 23rd to 25th March, 2022 at
Institute for Studies in Industrial Development (ISID), New Delhi.
The focus of the conference is "Empowering Start-ups, up scaling existing business and
help to grow new businesses and start-up women entrepreneurs".

Please ind the attached detailed conference brochure for your kind reference.
Apart from the above conference we are also holding the distribution of the Priyadarshini
Awards ceremony on 25th of March, 2022 at 4 P.M. Priyadarshini Award is our signature
award which is very well known and has been given to outstanding women entrepreneurs
from SAARC countries and India since the last 25 years.

The registration links for Conference and Priyadarshini awards are given below:
1. Conference Registration form link:

https://forms.gle/tKNXqzzzRxdtYim57

2. Priyadarshini Award nomination form link: https://forms.gle/EXpqjEjXKzkCC36B9
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World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises (WASME), a global non-pro it
organization headquartered at Noida, India, has been spearheading the cause and
development of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) worldover since its inception in
1980. Over three decades, WASME has emerged as one of the most representative,
eﬀective and leading international organizations, working towards the promotion of
SMEs worldwide through policy advocacy, information dissemination, conferences,
seminars, events, trainings, publication, network linkages and manymore.
WASME enjoys consultative/observer status with concerned agencies in UN system such
as UNCTAD, ITC, WIPO, UNIDO, UNESCO, UNCITRAL, UNESCAP and ILO, and several other
inter-governmental and international organizations like WCO, OECD, ICSB, APEC, APCTT,
etc.
WASME’s fortnightly SME e-Bulletin “WORLD SME UPDATE” aims to keep its readers
abreast of latest information on various developments taking place in the SME sector
around the globe. If you have any news/information on the issues related to Government
policies & programmers and latest developments in the SME sector i.e. technology and
innovations, success stories, case studies, research and methods, planning and programs,
training and developments, inance and management, and marketing that you would like
to share with the world SME community, please do send them to us at
editor@wasmeinfo.org.
We always welcome your valuable feedback/comments on the SME e-Bulletin to further
enhance our services on information dissemination. Hence, please send us your valuable
guidance as well as meaningful articles as a regular contribution to SME e-Bulletin and
our website in the larger interests and bene its of SMEs the world over.
Editor, World SME Update
World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises
Plot No. 4, Institutional Area, Sector – 16 A,
Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar – 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India
Tel: +91-120- 4216283, Fax: +91-120- 4216284 | Email: editor@wasmeinfo.org
Website: http://www.wasmeinfo.org
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